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North Carolina Museum of Art 

"Leading Art Museum"

One of the leading art museums of the American South, the North

Carolina Museum of Art opened in 1956 as the first in the nation

established with public state funds. More than 40 galleries here are home

to a permanent collection of paintings, artifacts, and sculptures spanning

the history of art from antiquity to the present day. Visitors can see

paintings of the European Renaissance, Egyptian funerary artifacts, and

contemporary international works of art, among others. An amphitheater

hosts outdoor performances, and a museum park features more than a

dozen major site-specific works surrounded by forests and fields.

 +1 919 839 6262  www.ncartmuseum.org/  2110 Blue Ridge Road, Raleigh NC
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Nasher Museum of Art 

"Campus Museum"

The Nasher Museum is dedicated to presenting contemporary art from

around the world, and showcasing art made by historically

underrepresented groups. Founded in 2005 on the campus of Duke

University, the museum boasts a permanent collection of more than

10,000 works, with strong holdings in medieval, pre-Colombian, classical,

and modern and international contemporary art. Free guided tours are

made available to groups of ten or less two days a week.

 +1 919 684 5135  www.nasher.duke.edu/  nasherinfo@duke.edu  2001 Campus Drive, Duke

University, Durham NC
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ArtSource 

"Local Art Gallery & Shop"

With a collection of around 2500 works of art by 75 artists, ArtSource is a

must visit for art lovers and patrons. Specializing in fine art, the gallery

hosts theme-based exhibitions and showcases artwork by local talents on

a monthly rotation. This ensures that each time you step in, there will

always be something new and fresh awaiting you here. Browse through

the selection and take home a few eye-catching paintings.

 +1 919 787 9533  www.artsource-

raleigh.com/content/

 info@artsourcefineart.com  4421 Six Forks Road, Suite

123 NC
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